


4.5B likes 

generated daily

300 hours of 

video uploaded to 

YouTube per minute

500M 
tweets per 

day



Social 
Listening

Social CRM

Intelligent 
Social

Social 
Engagement



What is your social strategy?



Social listening
Listen to what people are saying globally 

across social media, news publications 

and other sources via RSS.

Key influencers
Identify and follow people actively talking 

about your brand, products, or services. 

Sophisticated alerts
Detect trends and listen for specific posts 

to keep you informed on key words or 

topics.



Additional Sources: 

Boards, RSS (n)

Support 20 UI 

languages

Support 20 sentiment 

languages

ENHANCED

NOTE: 



Adaptive sentiment 
Adaptive sentiment learns from 

customers through machine learning 

enabling custom sentiment models fit for 

your organization.

Share of voice
Track and measure topics you care about 

across all sources.

Buzz analysis
Get insights at a glance with rich analytics 

including: location, share of voice, text 

mining and tag clouds visualizations. 

Social Selling
Enables sales people to win more deals 

leveraging social media.

Intelligent social



Social Selling App (n)

Group collaboration and 

custom roles (n)

Automated triage (n)

Adaptive sentiment (n)

NEW

NOTE: 



Engage & Collaborate
Improve your social media presence by 
engaging with social communities with rich 
multimedia – replying and publishing. 
Enable team collaboration with assignment, 
labeling and sharing. 

E2E customer experience
Create an end-end customer experience by 

creating CRM actions from social posts –

cases, leads, and any custom entities.

Automated triage
Increase team efficiency for Sale and Service 

through automated detection of potential 

leads and cases from social.



Publish tweets and 

Facebook posts

Rich responses with 

photos and videos

Author lookup

ENHANCED

NOTE: 



Social Sales
Win faster when you leverage social to 

identify and act on buying signals, 

monitor key developments at your top 

accounts and track competitors.

Social Marketing
Manage your brand reputation, nurture 

influencers, measure campaign 

effectiveness and strengthen your 

community management.

Social Care
Keep customers happy by identifying any 

customer issues and trends early on and 

being proactive on Twitter and Facebook.

Social CRM



End-to-end customer 

experience

Create records (leads, 

cases or any entity) in 

CRM from social posts

NEW



Social Landscape

Creates a huge opportunity for 

businesses to reach customers

Democratize Social

Social tools shouldn't be limited to 

a few individuals in marketing

Increase Value to CRM

Empower sales, marketing and 

service teams to gain social insights 

with an E2E customer experience.
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